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Company: Technical Global Solutions

Location: London Area

Category: other-general

Job Title: Warehouse LaborerLocation: LondonSalary: £30,000Job Description:Our client is

seeking a dedicated Warehouse Laborer to support our warehouse operations. The

Warehouse Laborer will be responsible for a variety of tasks, including but not limited to,

receiving, storing, and distributing materials, tools, equipment, and products within the

warehouse. The ideal candidate will demonstrate a strong work ethic, attention to detail,

and the ability to work effectively in a fast-paced environment.Responsibilities:Receive

incoming shipments and verify contents against packing slips or bills of lading.Unload and

store materials in designated warehouse locations, ensuring proper organization and inventory

management.Pick and pack orders accurately and efficiently according to customer

specifications.Prepare orders for shipment by packaging items securely and labeling

packages appropriately.Perform regular inventory counts and reconcile discrepancies as

needed.Maintain a clean and orderly warehouse environment, including sweeping, mopping,

and disposing of trash.Operate warehouse equipment such as forklifts, pallet jacks, and hand

trucks safely and efficiently.Assist with loading and unloading trucks as needed.Follow all

safety protocols and procedures to ensure a safe working environment for yourself and your

colleagues.Communicate effectively with supervisors and team members to coordinate tasks

and prioritize workload.Requirements:High school diploma or equivalent.Previous

experience working in a warehouse or similar environment preferred.Ability to lift and carry

heavy objects, bend, stoop, climb ladders, and stand for extended periods.Strong

attention to detail and accuracy in performing tasks.Good communication skills and the

ability to work well in a team environment.Basic math skills for counting, measuring, and
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performing inventory tasks.Willingness to learn and adapt to changing job requirements.Valid

driver's license and the ability to operate warehouse equipment safely (if

applicable).Willingness to adhere to company policies and procedures, including safety

guidelines and dress
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